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<p>The UK MoD is to order an additional C-17 Globemaster, taking the number of aircraft in the
RAF's fleet to eight. The purchase will help to support the airbridge which transports Amed
Forces personnel and equipment between the UK and frontline operations.<br /><br />The
newest C-17 is currently being built by Boeing in the USA and is due to come off he production
line next month. It is then expected to enter service with the RAF in<br />July 2012.<br /><br
/>The aircraft, which will cost �200m, will be based at RAF Brize Norton in xfordshire along with
the other aircraft in the fleet which are operated by 99 quadron. The multi-million pound C-17
aircraft can fly over 4,500 nautical miles, maning it can fly directly from Helmand Province to the
UK.�<br /><br />Defence Secretary Philip Hammond said: The C-17 has shown its worth in
Afghanistan ensuring that our troops are given the fstest, most efficient passage home. It is a
vastly impressive aircraft that can carry three Apache helicopters, or take a whole Chinook
helicopter. This lates addition to the RAF fleet will further strengthen the vital airbridge between
Britain and Afghanistan, ensuring critical deliveries are made to the front line.<br /><br
/>"Buying equipment off-the-shelf allows us to quickly deliver equipment that our troops need on
operations at best value prices for the tax payer and is a great example of the White Paper,
announced last week, in action."<br /><br />As well as transporting troops and equipment,
C-17s can also be converted rapidly to offer Intensive Care provision in support of the
Aeromedical Airbridge. One aircraft<br />is on standby 24-hours a day to fly seriously injured
personnel back to the UK at short notice. The aircraft can also be deployed to help with
humanitarian and disaster relief efforts around the world.</p>
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